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1  https://www.treasury-management.com/article/4/339/2846/the-global-surge-in-latin-
america-pension-funds.html 

2  Chile stands out after a major pension fund system reform in the early 1980s, with the creation 
of private Administradoras de Fondos de Pensiones [AFPs] that manage individual account, 
defined contribution capitalized plans. Since then, it has been followed by other country reforms 
in the region, making Latin America a leading region in introducing individual capitalization 
schemes as a compulsory component of pension systems. On an opposite and more recent 
path, Argentina and Bolivia have gone back from private individual capitalization systems to 

state systems (Sistema Público de Reparto) in 2008 and 2010, respectively. Defined Benefit 
Plans are still dominant in the region, in terms of assets and affiliates

3  https://citywireamericas.com/news/latam-pension-funds-among-fastest-growing-retirement-
markets-in-the-world/a988893.

4  Sing, Linda; Stewart, Fiona; Walley, Simon. Housing Finance: Investment Opportunities for 
Pension Funds; The World Bank Group, 2018.

5 Real estate property for rental or sale; real estate developments; plots of land.
6 Letra de Crédito Imobiliário [LCI] and Letra Imobiliária Garantida [LIG].
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Latin America and the Caribbean:  
How significant a funding source could 
pension funds become for the housing 

sector in LA&C countries
 By Claudia Magalhães Eloy

Global pension funds have deep and growing 
pots of capital to allocate and are increas-
ingly diversifying their investment portfolios. 
In Latin America alone, according to Moises 
Vidal and Tom Avazian1, assets under man-
agement [AUM] within those funds exceed 
$900bn (Sept/2015) and are doubling in value 
every five to six years in Brazil, Mexico, Chile, 
Peru and Colombia. Although Uruguay, Bolivia, 
Costa Rica and the Dominican Republic are 
much smaller markets, total assets more than 
doubled over a four-year period, between 2007 
and 2011. The three largest pension asset 
holders in the region are Brazil, with $251 
billion, Chile with $172 billion2 and Mexico, 
$154 billion, as of December, 20163.

Indeed, pension funds are among the largest 
sources of private sector investments and 
their need to establish long-term stable-return 
investments is fairly compatible with hous-
ing funding needs. Yet, a recent World Bank 
report4 observes that data showing the extent 
to which, and how pension funds are investing 
in housing is still limited. It also points out that 
regions where funding for affordable housing 
is most pressing are generally the jurisdic-
tions with the lowest pension fund coverage 
for its citizens:

“In terms of the value of assets held by pri-
vate pension funds as a percentage of GDP, 
the weighted average for OECD countries is 
in the region of 140% of GDP, whereas for 
developing economies (in the OECD sample), 
the weighted average is 40% of GDP.”

Despite data limitations the report notes that 
in its OECD sample, even amongst the largest, 
most sophisticated and mature pension funds, 
investments in ‘land and buildings’ remain 
relatively minimal, compared to other asset 
categories (bills and bonds, shares and mutual 
funds). It also notes that “given the low inter-
est rate environment since the global financial 
crisis, these funds are increasingly looking for 
long-term, stable returns, uncorrelated with 
global markets”.

The report addresses the many ways assets 
accumulated in pension funds can be invested 
in the housing sector: directly in housing pro-
jects; equity investment in housing developers 
or mortgage lenders; purchase of housing 
bonds or funds; provision of wholesale funding 
to intermediaries; participation in real estate 
investment trusts [REITS]; investments in cov-
ered bonds, mortgage-backed securities or 
bonds issued by mortgage-liquidity facilities; 
direct offer of mortgages or the underwrit-
ing of loans, in addition to allowing pension 
members to use their savings to purchase a 
home. The main challenge is how to promote 
housing investment instruments with the right 
risk-to-return profile to attract pension funds 
using a country specific approach.

In order to mobilize pension fund assets for 
housing investments the right kinds of incen-
tives must be in place, as the report argues. 
In Colombia, for instance, tax exemption on 
yields for banks and other potential investors 

pushed yields down, while affording no value 
to tax-exempt pension funds and thus limiting 
pension funds’ demand for mortgage-backed 
securities. A national social impact agenda, 
supportive of investments in the housing sec-
tor, could make a significant contribution. At 
least the removal of existing constraints must 
be looked into.  

Throughout Latin America, regulatory require-
ments for pension funds constrain the asset 
types in which they may invest as well as limit 
the exposure by category and to single issuers, 
with a tendency to restrict investment to high-
quality domestic assets (government bonds) 
and highly-rated fixed income instruments. 
In Brazil, recent regulation (May 2018) has 
prohibited direct real estate investments5 and 
mandated that previously acquired real estate 
property be either sold out or transferred into 
real estate funds, within the next 12 years. 
Investment limits in REITS [FIIs] and MBS are 
set at a maximum of 20% of total assets, while 
mortgage and covered bonds6, up to 80%, in 
both cases also subject to issuer limits of 20% 
per bank and 10% in the case of other issuers.

A limited supply of investment-grade instru-
ments in emerging capital markets has 
restricted alternatives to investing in govern-
ment bonds: in 2008, investment in government 
securities still represented more than 50% 
of total pension fund investments in Bolivia, 
El Salvador, Mexico and Uruguay (IPEA, 2012). 
Some countries have encouraged pension funds 
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to diversify away from government bonds – in 
Mexico there has been a significant decrease 
since 2008, though such investments remain 
predominant.

More recently observed regulatory trends 
allow more diversification and management 
discretion which indeed, could stimulate 
greater investment in housing. The allocation 
of assets is thus guided by national/statu-
tory requirements; management’s decisions 
within its range of discretion and, in the case 
of multifunds7,  investors’ risk-based profile8. 

In Chile, mortgage bonds (Letras de Crédito) 
had already been important fixed-income 
investment instruments for insurers and 
pension funds since the 80s, when the 
country created a fully funded pension sys-
tem with individual retirement accounts. The 
passthrough feature of Letras proved difficult 
for institutional investors to manage as pre-
payments rose and there has been a shift from 
those mortgage bonds toward securitization 
since the early 2000s, with institutional inves-
tors still being major buyers (World Bank, 
2018). Since 2008, after a regulatory change 
raised foreign investment limits to 80% of total 
assets overall investment in mortgage bonds 
and securities has reduced in Chile9.

Nonetheless, the right constraints may play a 
positive role. Limits on exposures to foreign 
assets helped preserve pensions’ asset values 
notably after the 2008 global financial crisis. 
Moreover, relaxing investment restrictions 
could prompt unsound investments in the case 
of funds tied to state-owned companies, thus 
requiring sound governance structures10. 

Risk-based supervision has been an emerging 
trend in the last decade. In 2005, the Chilean 
Pension Superintendent began a multi-year 
implementation process designed to integrate all 
relevant risks into supervision (fiduciary, finan-
cial, operational, technological, and so forth), a 

preventative approach, focusing on firms’ risk 
management and internal controls (IPEA, 2012). 
As regulation tightens risk management and 
governance rules, as well as demands more 
transparency, pension fund trustees tend to be 
more conservative, leaning toward more sound 
and commonly accepted vehicles and sectors11.

Concentration of pension assets among a few 
funds is another characteristic of the sector 
in the region. Brazil houses the three largest 
funds in the region: Previ (Banco do Brasil), 
Petros (Petrobras) and Funcef (CAIXA). Very 
large funds tend to overlook small mort-
gage bond and securities issuances (RMBS, 
covered-bonds, letras), especially since invest-
ments are also subject to exposure limits per 
issuer12. Thus, mortgage bond and securities 
issuances in the region must be sizeable in 
order to attract the interest of those big funds. 

Liquidity is also a major concern: with about 
USD 3.2 billion in annual disbursements to 
retirees, Previ´s investment strategy focuses 
on more liquid instruments and companies13. 
Therefore, pension funds are major secondary 
market makers but, at the same time, must 
rely on dynamic developed markets for invest-
ment decisions. Santillán–Salgado et al (2019) 
finds evidence of the substantial role of the 
private pension funds [AFPs] in the maturation 
and consolidation of the Chilean capital mar-
ket and in the increase in domestic savings, 
creating a capital base that has boosted the 
construction industry, among others14.

Profitability of pension funds in the region 
also stands out, according to an IPEA (2012)15 
study. After examining the profitability of pen-
sion funds in Chile, Mexico, and Peru, over a 
10-year period, it found persistently higher 
profits (overall three times higher ROE) than 
comparable industries, suggesting pension fund 
markets lacked competitive pressure16. In 2010, 
87% of all pension fund affiliates in Chile were 
concentrated in three AFPs. In addition, fees 

charged by pension funds in the region – most 
frequently on contributions as a percentage of a 
worker’s income – are 50 and 100 basis-points 
higher than those of large US occupational 
funds and mutual funds, though most Latin 
American countries have set statutory limits on 
fees17. Currently, in Mexico, Chile and Uruguay, 
funds must inform net rate of returns and fees 
in their mandatory statements sent out to the 
affiliates. Those intertwined characteristics 
– concentration in large funds, fee structure 
and profitability – may interfere in investment 
strategy and should be further investigated.

Unlocking savings from pension funds for 
housing is not a trivial task, many aspects 
must be considered. It should be noted that 
requirements basic to functioning sizable and 
sustainable housing markets consist of stable 
macro-fundamentals plus a robust registra-
tion and regulatory framework. Yet, in many 
LAC countries important pending reforms, 
mainly to the tax and pension system18; the 
predominance of banks in financing activities; 
and, even now, the crowding out of private 
capital markets by treasury bond issuance are 
still key to local capital market development 
and integration of pension fund investments 
with housing markets.

In Brazil, even with the reference rate cur-
rently below 7% per year local pension funds 
are still more attracted to options other than 
real estate instruments/investments (fixed 
income funds and national treasury bonds 
indexed in price index, stocks and stock funds, 
multimarket funds). Notably in the housing 
sector there has never been relevant invest-
ments and there is no sign of such a tendency 
in the short or medium terms, according to 
some local asset managers.

Last, but not least, on average, only 45 of 
every 100 workers are contributing to or affili-
ated with a pension scheme in the region19, 
which seems to indicate room for significant 
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7  A series of funds distinguished by the degree of risk allowed in the portfolio. 

8  The emergence of multifunds has introduced a new variable into the investment equation: the 
level of financial literacy among pension members. Over the last decade, finance education 
programs have been set up across the region.

9  In Brazil, the current limit on foreign investment is 10% of the total fund´s assets. In 2018, 
overall foreign investment accounted for just 0,5% total of assets.

10  Previ, the region´s largest fund, now has a governance rating that considers such factors as 
a company’s risk-management and compliance policies, transparency, conflicts of interest 
and involvement of management or shareholders in corrupt practices, as well as independent 
internal auditing committees and other formal mechanisms for evaluating management. https://
www.bloombergquint.com/business/biggest-pension-fund-in-brazil-turns-into-a-50-billion-
activist#gs.0k0r4f.

11  In Brazil, new regulation (Res. 4661/2018) mandates that if a pension fund loses money in a 
PE investment, the administrator responsible for the investment decision must respond for 
at least 3% of the total invested by the fund.

12  In Brazil, pension funds (EFPC) can only invest up to 20% of total assets per financial institution 
and up to 10% on an individual securitizing company (Res. CMN 4444/2015; 4661/2018). 
Moreover, they can only invest up to 25% of net assets of individual banks, REITs or bonds/
securities issuances.

13  https://www.bloombergquint.com/business/biggest-pension-fund-in-brazil-turns-into-a-
50-billion-activist#gs.0k0r4f

14  Santillán–Salgado, Roberto & López, David & Montenegro, Justo. (2019). Las Administradoras 
de Fondos de Pensiones y el desarrollo del mercado de capitales en Chile. Ensayos Revista 
de Economia. XXIX. 53-76.

15  Kritzer, Barbara; Kay, Stephen; Sinha, Tapen. Next generation of individual account pension 
reforms in Latin America. IPEA, 2012. Available at http://www.ipea.gov.br.

16  The report of the Federal Commission for Competition (Comisión Federal de Competencia, 
2006) to the Senate stated: “The AFOREs have earned extraordinary profits that are difficult 
to attribute to their competitiveness or to the value generated for the workers.” The Marcel 
Commiccion in Chile (2006) observed that most workers did not compare administrative fees 
before choosing an AFP, thus firms had less of an incentive to compete by lowering fees and 
rather often used gifts and other inducements to lure new members. IPEA, 2012.

17 IPEA, 2012, citing Impavido, Lasagabaster and García-Huitrón (2010).
18 Notably Brazil, with a newly proposed major reform just recently submitted to congress.
19  For a thorough study on sustainability, coverage and adequacy of pension funds in the region, 

with country by country system profiles, please refer to “Pensions at a Glance: Latin America 
and the Caribbean”, a joint publication of the OECD, the Interamerican Development Bank and 
the World Bank, 2014.
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pension market growth. However, another 
common issue in LA&C countries is the large 
number of informal sector workers and the fact 
that most of those informal workers are at the 
lower end of the income distribution20. Social 
non-contributory pensions, where available, 
tend to be limited due to fiscal restrictions21. 
The World Bank (2018) emphasizes the need 
to have mortgage products which cater to 
those informal workers and allow for the link 
between pension and housing savings to pro-
vide the scale of capital required. 

While pension system reforms in the region had 
focused on the creation of individual savings 
accounts some decades ago, recent reforms 
have focused on the prevention of poverty and 
expanding pension coverage remains the most 
significant policy challenge (IPEA, 2012). Low 
coverage takes into account the proportion of 
workers participating in pension schemes as 
well as the proportion of the elderly (a signifi-
cantly growing population in LA&C22) receiving 
pension income, according to the OECD, IDB 
and WB (2014): “most of the elderly poor in the 
region live in multi-generational households 

suggesting that their welfare is closely tied to 
that of their family”. There is, thus, an inherent 
link between pension and housing policies. 
Whether this could be good timing to promote 
pension fund investments into the housing 
sector in LA&C remains to be seen.

The World Bank concludes its report with a 
range of considerations for creating a facilita-
tive environment for pension funds to engage 
in long-term investments in the housing sector: 

  To provide comprehensive, accurate and 
detailed data on assets under manage-
ment by pension funds, with breakdowns 
by type of investments and of real estate 
(commercial or residential property), as well 
as quantitative data on how the different 
housing instruments have performed;

  To establish a conducive legislative and 
regulatory environment to promote pen-
sion funds’ investment in housing based 
on successful cases; 

  To customize instruments compatible with 
the pension fund savings profile using a 
country-specific design; 

  To put in place preconditions that attract for-
eign pension fund investment, notably where 
the local pension fund sector is inadequate 
to meet housing funding needs; 

  To improve registration, titling and admin-
istrative processes;

  To encourage political will and design sup-
porting policies to advocate investment in 
housing. 

Tapping into those funds´ coffers for the 
housing sector would indeed contribute to 
long-term funding needs. Nonetheless, afford-
ability remains a fundamental key obstacle 
for the development of the housing sector in 
LA&C, not just because urban land is scarce 
and prices tend to escalate in locations with 
better infrastructure throughout the region´s 
metropolitan areas, but simply because many 
people do not earn enough to afford an ade-
quate home. In our next issue we will debate 
some regional cases that have attempted 
to tackle the (un)affordability challenge and 
revisit their outcomes.
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20  IPEA (2012) finds evidence that informality is positively correlated with social security con-
tributions as a percentage of the wages. The study reviews literature, based on the Chilean 
and Colombian cases, contradictory as to whether expanding pension system coverage 
leads to the formalization of the labor market. They find evidence that the informal sector 
has shrunk during the 1990–2005 period in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, while there has 
been an increase in the informal sector of other countries in the region.

21  “A pilot plan to incorporate the marginal population in Mexico into a contributory pension 
program by offering a peso-for-peso subsidy failed primarily because most marginal workers 
were budget constrained and did not participate. That is, they could not afford to save anything 

on their own even with the incentive of a matching contribution from the government.” (IPEA, 
2012). “Social pensions are most important in Guyana and Bolivia, followed by Venezuela and 
Brazil (OECD, IDB, WB, 2014).

22  In Latin America, people over 65 accounted for 7.5% of total population in 2015 and it is 
estimated that they will represent 24.7% in 2065, while the population age 80 or over will 
represent 9% (UN, CEPAL: Nuevas tendecias en los sistemas de pensiones en América Latina 
(https://www.cepal.org/sites/default/files/news/files/nuevas_tendencias_en_los_siste-
mas_de_pensiones_en_america_latina._alberto_arenas_de_mesa.pdf).


